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Abstract
The Southeastern portion of the East African Rift System reactivates Mesozoic 
transform faults marking the separation of Madagascar from Africa in the Western 
Indian Ocean. Earlier studies noted the reactivation of the Davie Fracture Zone 
in oceanic lithosphere as a seismically active extensional fault, and new 3D seis-
mic reflection data and exploration wells provide unprecedented detail on the 
kinematics of the sub- parallel Seagap fault zone in continental/transitional crust 
landward of the ocean- continent transition. We reconstruct the evolution of the 
seismically active Seagap fault zone, a 400- km- long crustal structure affecting the 
Tanzania margin, from the late Eocene to the present day. The Seagap fault zone 
is represented by large- scale localized structures affecting the seafloor and dis-
playing growth geometries across most of the Miocene sediments. The continu-
ous tectonic activity evident by our seismic mapping, as well as 2D deep seismic 
data from literature, suggests that from the Middle- Late Jurassic until 125 Ma, the 
Seagap fault acted as a regional structure parallel to, and coeval with, the dextral 
Davie Fracture Zone. The Seagap fault then remained active after the cessation of 
both seafloor spreading in the Somali basin and strike- slip activity on the Davie 
Fracture Zone, till nowaday. Its architecture is structurally expressed through 
the sequence of releasing and restraining bends dating back at least to the early 
Neogene. Seismic sections and horizon maps indicate that those restraining 
bends are generated by strike- slip reactivation of Cretaceous structures till the 
Miocene. Finally based on the interpretation of edge- enhanced reflection seismic 
surfaces and seafloor data, we shows that, by the late Neogene, the Seagap fault 
zone switched to normal fault behaviour. We discuss the Seagap fault's geological 
and kinematic significance through time and its current role within the micro-
plate system in the framework of the East African rift, as well as implications for 
the evolution and re- activation of structures along sheared margins. The newly 
integrated datasets reveal the polyphase deformation of this margin, highlighting 
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1  |  INTRODUCTION

The Southeastern branch of the East African Rift 
System (EARS) involves extension of both stretched 
continental and oceanic lithosphere near the ocean- 
continent transition in the Western Indian Ocean (e.g. 
Phethean et al.,  2016; Roche & Ringenbach,  2022; 
Sauter et al., 2018) (Figure 1). Although frequent Mw 
>6 earthquakes occur along the Southeastern rift and 
massive tsunamigenic landslides have been mapped 
in the near offshore, the East African continental mar-
gin represents a geologically poorly understood area 
(Figure 1). The N- S striking structures in the nearshore 
and offshore originated from the superposition of two 
rifting episodes related to the following: (1) During 
the Mesozoic, NNW– SSE and then N- S divergence oc-
curred between Madagascar and East Africa, which led 
to the opening of the West Somali basin (WSB), floored 
by Mesozoic oceanic crust (e.g. Müller & Jokat,  2019; 
Phethean et al.,  2016; Tuck- Martin et al.,  2019); (2) 
Recent ca. E- W divergence between the Somalian Plate 
and the Rovuma Microplate in the framework of the 
EARS (Ebinger & Sleep, 1998; Franke et al., 2015; Saria 
et al., 2014; Stamps et al., 2014, 2020, 2021). The W- E 
divergence is also responsible for the transcurrent ac-
tive plate boundary along the Comoros archipelago 
interpreted by Famin et al.  (2020) as a right lateral 
transform. Overall, the area of investigation is charac-
terized by three major sets of regional- scale structures: 
(1) a system of recent extensional structures (Coffin & 
Rabinowitz, 1987, 1992; Mougenot et al., 1986) whose 
orientation spans from NW- SE to N- S, including horst 
structures like the islands of Pemba and Zanzibar 
(Dottore Stagna et al., 2022); (2) the Davie Fracture 
Zone (DFZ), which represents a major structure, around 
2000 km long (Scrutton, 1978), from the Kenya margin 
to the southwest Madagascar margin (Figure  1); (3) a 
poorly mapped structure known as Seagap fault zone 
(or Sea Gap, Reeves et al., 2016) and interpreted as a 
strike- slip fault (Reeves et al., 2016; Sinha et al., 2019), 
which parallels the DFZ. The Davie and Seagap faults 
together appear to retrace the Mesozoic Continent- 
Ocean Transition (Sauter et al., 2016, 2018) (Figure 1). 
While the extensional rift structures of the DFZ and 

the Davie Ridge (DR) have been the primary research 
focus of the offshore Tanzania basin (see Roche & 
Ringenbach, 2022) first mentions and seismic images 
of the Seagap fault has been proposed only recently 
by conference reports (Pike et al., 2015; Sayers, 2016; 
Rego et al., 2019) and some review paper (MacGregor, 
2015). Rego et al. (2019) state that this regional feature 
is a large sinistral transcurrent fault zone rooted in a 
crustal- scale re- activated Mesozoic rift structure in oce-
anic lithosphere. Sauter et al. (2018), based on seismic 
and gravity data, have proposed this structure as the 
western limit of the oceanic domain, at the boundary 
between the Rovuma Microplate and the Somalian Plate 
(Figure 1). Sansom (2018) using coherency time slices 
from 3D seismic reflection dataset, illustrated the effect 
of the Seagap fault in deflecting mid- Campanian and 
Turonian channels, therefore confirming its clear left- 
lateral offset between 94 and 72 Ma. Using a mapped 
seismic dataset from Exploration Block2 (Figure  2), 
Sadiki et al. (2021) confirmed the kinematic interpreta-
tion of the Seagap fault zone as a strike- slip fault that 
probably originated from the left- lateral reactivation of 
Albian rift structures. However, the above- cited authors  
present or regional 2D seismic sections imaging the Seagap  
structure or and propose sketch map views of the Seagap 
strike- slip system. Recent regional reconstruction by 
Sinha et al.  (2019) and Roche and Ringenbach  (2022) 
interpret the Seagap fault zone as part of the DFZ- wide 

its complex evolution and the implications for depositional fairways and struc-
tural trap and seal changes through time, as well as potential hazards.

K E Y W O R D S

East African Rift, marine geology, Seagap fault, seismic data interpretation, tectonic, West 
Somali basin

Highlights
• The Seagap fault zone represents a ca. 400- km 

long, regional structure affecting the offshore 
Tanzania margin.

• Seagap fault zone reactivates Cretaceous frac-
ture system.

• From the Eocene through the early Neogene, 
the Seagap fault zone acted as a sinistral strike 
slip fault.

• In the late Neogene, the tectonic activity of the 
Seagap fault zone switched to normal offset, de-
forming the seafloor.
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deformation zone. In the Tanzania offshore region 
where geophysical constraints are still few, the defor-
mation appears diffuse and delocalized. By using newly 
released 3D seismic datasets and exploration wells, we 
focus on the description of the architecture and main 
structural features characterizing the Seagap fault zone 
in two specific sectors offshore Tanzania (Figure 2), ex-
plore its timing and discuss its tectonic and kinematic 
significance from Late Eocene to Present within the 
offshore Somali basin. Our work serves to synthesize 
information on the Mesozoic- Recent kinematics of the 
Seagap fault zone, and it offers new insights into reju-
venation of transform faults along passive continental 
margins.

2  |  REGIONAL SETTING

2.1 | The WSB crustal structure

Our study area is located in the WSB, between 8°S and 
13°S offshore Tanzania (Figure 1). It is bounded on the 
west by the southern branch of the continental EARS 
marked by the Malawi and Rukawa rift zones, and by 
active and diffuse deformation within the DR on the east 
(e.g. Kusky et al., 2010; Stamps et al., 2020, 2021). The 
EARS represents a ca. 5000- km- long divergent bound-
ary between the Nubian, Somalian and Arabian plates, 
as well as a number of smaller microplates including 
the Victoria, and Rovuma (Figure 1), some of which are 

F I G U R E  1  Outline and tectonic setting of the offshore Tanzania. The bathymetry is based on the GEBCO 2014 grid (version 20150318; 
Weatherall et al., 2015). Dashed and bold blue lines represent the inferred plate boundaries between Rovuma microplate, Somalian plate and 
Tanzania craton. Dashed orange boundaries represent the inferred ocean- continent transition boundary based Ségoufin et al. (2004), Sauter 
et al. (2018) and Vormann and Jokat (2021b) reconstructions. Dotted- dashed red line represent the Davie fracture zone, respectively, as by 
Klimke and Franke (2016) and Sinha et al. (2019). The two shaded yellow boxes, from north to south, represent the location of the Mafia and 
Kusini 3D datasets including the two wells 1 and 2.
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cored by Archaean cratons (e.g. Daly et al., 2020; Stamps 
et al., 2020). The eastern branch of the East African rift 
is bounded on its western side by the Tanzania and 
Zimbabwe cratons. Opening of the WSB can be traced 
back to the Middle- Late Jurassic, when Madagascar sep-
arated from Africa (Davis et al., 2016; Geiger et al., 2004; 
Phethean et al.,  2016; Rabinowitz et al.,  1983; Sauter 
et al.,  2018; Seton et al.,  2012). Regional seismic and 
free air gravity and magnetic data (Ségoufin et al., 2004; 
Ségoufin & Patriat,  1980) indicate that the spreading 
in the WSB was initially directed NNW– SSE at around 
170 Ma, but that it changed to N– S at around 150.5– 
155 Ma (Phethean et al., 2016). Müller and Jokat (2019) 
assign the change in relative plate motion to between 
chron M26r (157 Ma) and chron M18n (144 Ma). Seafloor 
spreading ceased at ca. 125 Ma (Phethean et al., 2016), al-
though others propose an older age of cessation at 133.1– 
133.6 Ma (see Tuck- Martin et al., 2019). The changes in 
spreading direction between 132 and 120 Ma (Sauter 
et al.,  2018) triggered intraplate deformation, folding 
of the oceanic crust and reactivating pre- Hauterivian 
structures by westward and eastward verging reverse 

faulting and inversion. Deformation was localized in 15-  
to 30- km- wide zones (Sauter et al., 2018).

2.2 | The Ocean- Continental transition

The demarkation of the current ocean- continent bounda-
ries still contains uncertainties as existing crustal- scale 
data are wholly 2- D (e.g. Roche & Ringenbach,  2022). 
Offshore Mozambique and Tanzania, there is still no 
agreement on the nature of the crustal structure (Figure 1). 
Sauter et al.  (2016, 2018) using marine gravity data sug-
gest the ocean- continent transition is delimited by the 
Seagap fault zone implying the DR cuts oceanic crust. 
Further south in the Mozambique Channel, Vormann and 
Jokat (2021b), Vormann et al. (2020) using velocity depth 
functions, suggest that the oceanic crust between 40.4°E 
and 40.9°E continues to 16.5°S (Figure  1). Eastwards 
to the DR, stretched continental crust links the DR to 
Madagascar. At 14.5°S the continental DR appears to 
separate oceanic crust of the Somali (east) (Figure 1) and 
Mozambique basins (west) while the transitional crustal 

F I G U R E  2  Regional tectonic offshore outline. (a) zoom of the working area, offshore Tanzania. The bathymetry is based on the GEBCO 
2014 grid (version 20150318; Weatherall et al., 2015). The dotted- to- continuous yellow line represents the Seagap fault location; red line 
represents the outline of the arcuate NW to SE Neogene rift structures and dashed red line represents the inferred prosecution of the Davie 
Fracture. (b) Earthquake epicentres map from the USGS National Earthquake Information Center. The epicentre locations are coloured 
with respect to depth and scaled with respect to magnitude (scale on upper right). Earthquake sources for same time period from the Global 
Centroid Moment Tensor catalogue (Ekstrom et al., 2012).
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area at the central Mozambiquan margin is underlain by 
high velocity lower crust (HVLC) interpreted as magmatic 
underplate (Vormann et al., 2020). In the study area, the 
inferred Continent- Ocean Transition follows the N- S 
trend of the Davie and Seagap faults (Figure 1), suggest-
ing that these plate- scale structures define, respectively, a 
transform plate boundary zone and the western margin of 
the oceanic basin (e.g. Roche & Ringenbach, 2022; Sauter 
et al., 2018).

2.3 | East African rifting and magmatism

Within and overprinting the above- cited pre- Aptian 
structures along offshore Tanzania, the rifted margin 
has evidence for early Neogene to Recent normal fault-
ing, including numerous M > 4.5 earthquakes and faults 
that offset the seafloor (Coffin & Rabinowitz,  1987; 
Franke et al.,  2015; Grimison & Chen, 1988; Mougenot 
et al.,  1986). The discovery of abandoned deep- water 
channels of Neogene age along the crest of the DR and 
evidence of active faulting at the seafloor (Maselli et al., 
2019) further demonstrates that this extensional activ-
ity can be traced to the early Miocene and is still active 
today (Bertil et al., 2021; Grimison & Chen, 1988). During 
the Miocene, normal faulting occurred along the Kenyan 
and Tanzanian coastal margins (e.g. Franke et al., 2015), 
creating topographic highs, such as Zanzibar, Pemba and 
Mafia Islands, and lows, such as the coastal basin and the 
Kerimba and Lacerda basins (Dottore Stagna et al., 2022; 
Kent et al., 1971; Mougenot et al., 1986). The Seagap fault 
zone is located along the western flank of the Davie Ridge 
and Kerimba Graben (Rego et al., 2019; Figure 2).

2.4 | DFZ: Structures and hypothesis

The seismically active DFZ, discovered by Heirtzler 
and Burroughs  (1971), in the Western Somali basin and 
Mozambique basin is delineated by gravity and magnetic 
anomalies from 11°S to 21°S (Klimke & Franke,  2016; 
Phethean et al., 2016) and at the seafloor is expressed by a 
marked bathymetric ridge named the Davie Ridge (Franke 
et al., 2015). Dredge sampling (see ref in Mougenot et al., 
1986) in the northern part of the DR suggests a composition 
mainly of sedimentary cover above flat basement. Dredge 
sampling in southern part recovered mainly continental 
rocks along the southern part of the DR (Bassias, 1992). 
Three undated volcanic structures are identified between 
11°S and 19°S along the DR (the Paisley, St. Lazare and 
Sakalaves seamounts, Figure 1), and several studies relate 
these seamounts to Miocene- Recent volcanism (Courgeon 
et al.,  2018; Deville et al.,  2018; Mahanjane,  2014). 

Alternatively, stratigraphic relations indicate that the 
Paisley and St Lazare seamounts formed in Cretaceous 
time (Franke et al., 2015; Mahanjane, 2014).

The DFZ is a complex, long- lived crustal struc-
ture (e.g. Bassias,  1992; Bassias & Leclaire,  1990; 
Klimke & Franke,  2016; Mahanjane,  2014; Roche & 
Ringenbach,  2022; Scrutton,  1978; Sinha et al.,  2019; 
Vormann et al.,  2020) with polyphase deformation that 
includes a large range of strike- slip structures. The DFZ 
was reactivated by localized extensional (e.g. Kerimbas 
and Lacerda Basin, see Maselli et al.,  2020, Vormann & 
Jokat, 2021a) and contractional structures of Hauterivian- 
Aptian age (e.g. Intawong et al., 2019; Mahanjane, 2014, 
Roche & Ringenbach,  2022) (Figure  2). Grimison and 
Chen  (1988) analysed a swarm of 5  < mb <6.4 earth-
quakes with normal faulting mechanisms along N- S strik-
ing nodal planes, and they interpreted the Davie Ridge as 
the eastern edge of the EARS. Although gravity and mag-
netic anomalies and their derivatives have been used to 
link the south Somalian Wadu Ridge structure to the DFZ 
(Gaina et al., 2013; Reeves & de Wit, 2000), seismic reflec-
tion data do not show clear evidence of the DFZ north of 
9° S (Klimke & Franke, 2016; Maselli et al., 2020; Sauter 
et al.,  2018). Vormann et al.  (2020) trace the DFZ south 
to 27°S latitude as a bathymetric ridge (Figures 1 and 2).

2.5 | Stratigraphy of the study area

Due to data limitations, the present study focuses data map-
ping on the post- Eocene stratigraphy, including the mod-
ern seafloor, and adopts the stratigraphy nomenclature 
and description proposed in the previous papers by Maselli 
et al.  (2019, 2020). The area of investigation comprises a 
series of slope- deep water channel complexes which re-
flect both the sediment supply from the Ruaha/Rufiji and 
Rovuma rivers and the influence of the bottom currents 
which are northward directed (Sansom,  2018). By inte-
grating seismic and gamma ray data from 2 wells, Maselli 
et al.  (2020) identified 13 depositional cycles and defined 
three main units bounded by four horizons covering, from 
the base of the Eocene to the Quaternary, a 45- million- year 
time span including the reflectors M1, M2, M2a (Figure 3). 
From the Eocene, the offshore Tanzania passive margin 
has recorded a sediment influx initiated by plateau uplift 
(e.g. Ebinger & Sleep, 1998; Sembroni et al., 2016; van Wijk 
et al., 2021), by more regional rift flank uplift, and by the 
volcanic topographic changes which led to the prograda-
tion of the Rufiji and Rovuma river deltas and a deep- water 
drainage system (Figure  2). Offshore, from the middle to 
upper Miocene, the tectonic activity drove the uplift of the 
DFZ and the formation of the Kerimbas Graben, producing 
a clear re- routing of the deep- water drainage network in 
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the east part of the passive margin, which further modified 
the physiography of the margin (Maselli et al., 2019). Along 
the coastal zone of the passive margin, since the Miocene, 

a series of normal fault footwalls formed topographic highs 
such as Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia islands, which further 
re- routed the main deep- water drainage (Dottore Stagna 

F I G U R E  3  Well- to- seismic tie and biostratigraphy of Well- 1 and Well- 2. Well- to- seismic tie of Well- 1 and Well- 2 with dated 
stratigraphic horizons (M1- M2– M2a), seismic amplitude at the well sites, gamma- ray (GR), velocity model from check- shots, depth below 
sea level in two- way travel time (TWT, milliseconds) and true vertical depth (ssTVD, metres), and depositional units (DU) from Maselli et al. 
(2020). Stratigraphic sequences (Pg1 to Ng2) are from Sansom (2018).
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et al., 2022). Between 22.9  Ma and 19.8  Ma a submarine 
landslide of area more than 11,000 km2, named the Mafia 
mega- slide, was emplaced above the reflector M2 (Maselli 
et al., 2020). The landslide was most likely a consequence 
of initial volcanism, earthquakes, and drainage changes in 
the Rukwa- Malawi rift zone, and dynamic uplift of the East 
African margin in the Western Indian Ocean (e.g. van Wijk 
et al., 2021).

3  |  DATASET AND 
METHODOLOGY

The two 3D seismic volumes analysed in this study are lo-
cated offshore Tanzania, in water depths ranging from 600 
to 3000 m. The Mafia dataset, to the north, covers an area 
of 6092 km2 of 3D, post- stack Kirchhoff time- migrated, 
seismic reflection data (Figure 2a). To the south, the 
Kusini, time- migrated, 3D seismic reflection volume has 
a total area of 8900 km2 (Figure 2a).

For this study, we had access to the first 4.5  seconds 
(TWT) for both the datasets. The Mafia dataset is charac-
terized by a frequency band spanning from 5 to 115 Hertz. 
The interval velocities obtained from sonic logs of the two 
well data vary from 1500 to 2900 m/s suggesting a maximum 
tuning thickness of 3.2 m down to 24.5 m in the Eocene. 
The Kusini dataset is instead characterized by a frequency 
band spanning from 5 to 100 Hertz and an average value 
of 35 Hertz down to 4.5 seconds (TWT, Eocene). The inter-
val velocities obtained from sonic logs of the two well data 
vary from 1500 to 2900 m/sec suggesting a maximum tuning 
thickness of 3.75 m down to 21 m in the Eocene.

3.1 | Well data

Two wells, named Well- 1 and Well- 2, comprising gamma 
ray, check shot, velocity and biostratigraphic data, were 
made available for this study by Royal Dutch Shell and 
Shell Tanzania. To reconstruct the main chronostrati-
graphic from the two wells we adopted the biostratigra-
phy template proposed by Sansom  (2018) and Maselli 
et al. (2020) (Figure 3).

3.2 | Methodology

Seismic and well data were interpreted using Schlumberger 
Petrel software. We applied conventional seismic strati-
graphic interpretation methods as described by Mitchum 
et al.  (1977) as well as attribute analysis to better char-
acterize edge structures. Using the principle of seismic 

geomorphology, we explored the architecture produced 
by the edge discontinuities and impedance contrast defin-
ing the major sedimentary and structural features.

The chronology of each horizon was estimated through 
well ties (Figure 3). Synthetic seismic traces derived from 
the well data were used to calibrate the major reflectors 
(Figure 3). Horizon M1 (see also Maselli et al., 2020) ties 
with Well- 1 at a true vertical depth below mean sea level 
(ssTVD) of 2272 m and at below 3505 m ssTVD in Well- 
2. It dates back to the Priabonian (upper Eocene, Maselli 
et al., 2020). Horizon M2a (Mid Oligocene) ties above M2 
at 2100 m ssTVD in Well- 1, which is circa 40– 50 m below 
the Mafia megaslide mapped by Maselli et al.  (2020). In 
the Mafia dataset, horizon M1 usually corresponds to a 
high- amplitude negative erosive reflection which ties to 
blocky low values of gamma ray. Horizon M2a instead is 
marked by a negative reflection, laterally changing in am-
plitude. Those two horizons (M1 and M2a) were mapped 
across the two seismic datasets and are used to describe 
and interpret the Seagap fault zone offshore Mafia Island 
and Rovuma delta. Although the other two younger hori-
zons were recognized by previous studies in this area (M3 
and M4 horizons, Maselli et al., 2020), those are not con-
sidered to be fundamental for the scope of the paper be-
cause of their strong lateral discontinuity due to erosive 
channel deposits. Below the M1 horizon, we could not 
correlate the different seismic units, but we could recog-
nize different seismic packages that will be defined and 
described when interpreting the seismic lines extracted 
from the two 3D datasets.

For the Mafia dataset, three surface maps have been 
realized (M1, M2a and Seafloor) and first two are shown 
in Figure 4. In the Kusini dataset, we will show surface 
maps corresponding as a first approximation, to M1 
(Figures 11a and 12a,b,c equivalent to the upper Eocene 
by Maselli et al., 2020), M2 (Figures 11b and 12a,b,c), and 
the seafloor map (Figure 13). To better trace and map sig-
nal discontinuities across the seismic datasets, we used 
an edge detection attribute known as Dip illumination, 
which is calculated by illuminating all data points simul-
taneously, treating each point as lying on a surface de-
scribed by a reflectance and calculating the local dip and 
azimuth for each trace. This is a similar approach to that 
of Chopra and Marfurt  (2007). Reflectance can be uni-
form, if not set to the dip illumination attribute to blend 
stratigraphic (reflectance) and structural information (az-
imuth) together. All discontinuities perpendicular to the 
illumination are enhanced while features parallel to it are 
attenuated. By rotating the illumination filter and keep-
ing a large area under the illumination, the shaded relief 
will reveal structure at different orientations resolving 
different structural details. This attribute has been used 
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to enhance the internal architecture of the Seagap fault 
zone using time slice data where surface mapping was not 
available (Figure 9).

Interpreting strike- slip fault systems is often not 
straight- forward and pitfalls are common, especially 
when distinguishing structures formed by inversion. 
Throughout this paper, we have accumulated observations 

which geometrically indicate the strike- slip nature of 
the Seagap fault from the Eocene through much of the 
Neogene. Some of the key criteria are as follows:

 (i) relatively steep faults, often downward steepening
 (ii) releasing or restraining bends associated with offsets 

in the fault trace; pop- ups, pull- aparts

F I G U R E  4  Seismic horizon maps from the Mafia 3D dataset. Colour scale bar in TWT. (a) Horizon M1 (top Eocene) showing the 
seismic geomorphology. 1 to 3 represent the erosive canyons. a to e represent the pull- apart and pop- up structures associated to the Seagap 
fault zone. (a') details of the pull- apart (a to c) structures. Dotted red lines indicate the Seagap fault (bold) and the relay (thin) fault. (b) 
Horizon M2a (mid- Oligocene) showing the seismic geomorphology. 1 to 4 represent the erosive canyons. f to i represent the pull- apart 
and pop- up structures. (c) Interpretative outline of the seismic horizon M1. (d) Interpretative outline of the seismic horizon M2. Red line: 
Seagap fault zone. Blue dotted line: Erosive canyons. Black lines: Neogene normal faults. S1 to S4 represent the trace of the seismic sections 
extracted from the 3D Mafia seismic dataset.
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 (iii) variable vergence of faults along strike (using low ver-
tical exaggeration sections to distinguish)

 (iv) presence of positive or negative flower structures
 (v) variable stratigraphy (seismic facies and thickness) 

across the fault zone (can be confused with inversion)
 (vi) timing of deformation

We identify all these criteria in the following analyses 
in order to determine the nature of the Seagap fault zone 
in time and space.

4  |  RESULTS

Using the 3D and 2D seismic available datasets (Figure 2), 
the Seagap fault zone can be traced and mapped roughly 
along a N- S direction across the Kusini and Mafia dataset 
areas and can be followed to latitude 9°S, beyond which 
it tips out or is not observable across the available seis-
mic dataset. Towards the southern part of the WSB down 
to offshore Mozambique, the Seagap fault zone can be 
projected to the island offshore of Palma (Ilha Rongij, 
10°51′S, 40°40′ E) where satellite imagery shows a linear 
feature of the same orientation. Overall, the structure ap-
pears to have a length of ca. 400 km.

4.1 | Northern zone, Mafia 3D dataset

4.1.1 | Seismic surface map

Two surface horizons tying the two reflectors M1 (top 
Eocene) and M2a (mid- Oligocene) have been mapped in 
TWT using the amplitude picking method analysis.

M1: The M1 surface (Figure 4a) deepens from north to 
south and is affected by several first- order structures and 
sedimentary features. Some of the major canyons are ori-
ented NW to SE (1– 4 in Figure 4a) and are displaced by 
the large N- S to NNE– SSW- oriented fault structure, and 
a series of faults oriented NW- SE, displacing or border-
ing the main erosive canyon. The longest and largest vis-
ible N- S to NNE– SSW structure it the Seagap fault zone. 
Along its trace, the fault shows clear bending and offsets 
around topographic uplifts (d and e in Figure  4a) and 
topographic depressions (a, b, c in Figure 4a,a′,c), defin-
ing pop- up structures and pull- apart basins respectively. 
Where left- lateral strike- slip faults are left- stepping, the 
region of overlap is in tension, resulting in pull aparts. 
When the geometry is reversed, the offsets are right- 
stepping, and the region between offsets is in compres-
sion leading to pop- up structures. These pop- ups, as 
well as pull- apart structures, are diagnostic of strike- slip 

faulting (e.g. Aydin & Nur,  1985). The small pull- apart 
basins in Figure 4a′,c′ show steepened edges bordering 
to the east side of the Seagap fault trace, while the pull 
apart b appears mirrored with respect to the others. In d 
and e (Figure 4a), we observe instead the presence of a 
contractional bend around an antiformal structure. In e, 
we also observe a clear extrusive feature intruding on the 
antiformal structure (Figure 4a). Across the surface, we 
mapped two major erosive canyon- like features (1– 2 in 
Figure 4a,c,c′) oriented NW- SE and variably affected or 
interrupted by the Seagap fault (Figure 4a,c). Canyon 1 is 
interrupted by the Seagap fault as shown in Figure 4a,a′. 
In annotated Figure  4c, Canyon 1 is visible on the left 
side of the Seagap but is absent on the right side where 
instead an erosive feature is observed. Canyon 3 which is 
the better- preserved erosive feature, shows a bifurcating 
geometry and is similarly interrupted against by restrain-
ing bend structure d as clearly shown in the magnified 
Figure 4c′.

M2a: The M2a surface (Figure  4b) roughly corre-
sponds to the Rupelian– Chattian (mid- Oligocene) in-
terval. Similar to the M1 surface, the first- order features 
are represented by WNW- ESE major canyon type erosive 
features (1– 4) affected by NW- SE faulting. The fault trace 
bends around two main pull aparts (f and g) and the re-
straining bend structure (h). Four main canyons appear 
variably affected by the Seagap fault (Figure 4b). The first 
canyon (1), with bifurcating and meandering architecture 
(Figure 4b) is left laterally offset by the Seagap fault with 
the west side deformed by the pull- apart basin and the 
east side showing the bed width enlarged and preferen-
tially eroding the east bank (Figure 4d). The erosive can-
yon features 2 and 3 appear instead to erode the Seagap 
fault zone (Figure  4b), apparently (at a seismic scale) 
unaffected by the strike- slip displacement. Channel 2 
appears also to have eroded an older lateral meandering 
channel (3, Figure 4b). The two erosive features are also 
further deformed by the NW- SE normal fault (red arrow 
Figure 4b). The fourth canyon (4) is instead slightly off-
set (left lateral) and interrupted by the topographic high 
(h Figure  4b) and the following pull- apart structure (i 
Figure 4b).

The relationship between the structural effect of the 
Seagap fault zone and the major sedimentary features 
from Late Eocene through the Middle Oligocene (see 
Maselli et al.,  2020 for details on the ages), is given in 
Figure  4c,c′,d. These three schematics show the major 
normal fault network (bold black line) and erosive can-
yons mapped (blue dotted) with respect to the Seagap 
fault (red). In Figure 4c, corresponding to the top Eocene 
event, the Seagap fault appears to clearly interrupt the 
main erosive canyon structure and to cut through the 
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NW- SE oriented major normal fault. In Figure 4d (sur-
face M2a— mid- Oligocene), in contrast to M1, the two 
channels (2 and 3) appear not to be displaced by the 
Seagap fault except for the first and fourth canyons, 
which suggest a left- lateral displacement. In Figure 4d, 
the NW- SE extensional fault appears to reorient and 
offset the channel 4 with an apparent left lateral shear 
sense.

4.2 | Seismic interpretations

To characterize the deformation across the releasing and 
restraining bend structures related to the Seagap fault, 
we interpreted four seismic sections (S1 to S4) cutting, 
respectively, the releasing and the restraining bend. 
All the seismic sections presented are in TWT and are 
shown with a vertical exaggeration of 2. The main reflec-
tors mapped for reference are M1 and M2a, as discussed 
above. The black dotted reflector E represents a regional 
erosive feature.

4.2.1 | Seismic section S1 (Figure 5)

This seismic section crosses the Seagap fault in an area 
devoid of synformal morphology above M1. This is clearly 
shown by the seismic data that images a structural feature 
below M1, we interpret to be a negative flower structure 
where the major vertical fault strand (bold red dotted) 
shows a minimal normal displacement component (M2a 

and M1). Below M1 this fault appears to juxtapose units 
of different seismic stratigraphy, suggesting an important 
N- S oriented strike- slip component. This structure is in-
terpreted to be the Seagap fault, indicating its significant 
strike- slip character.

4.2.2 | Seismic section S2 (Figure 6)

The section transects a structural low (releasing bend) 
as shown in Figure 4a, which images a synformal struc-
ture deformed by a conjugate extensional fault system. 
Below M1 the seismic packages are characterized by high- 
frequency parallel- continuous reflectors while above the 
M2a reflector the seismic packages are characterized by 
an alternation of chaotic units, with layered units, over-
lain up to the seafloor by a seismically transparent unit, 
interpreted by Maselli et al. (2020) as a regionally impor-
tant mass- transport deposit. Fault 1, which with faults 2 
and 4 are part of the offshore extensional rift (Figure 2), 
represents an extensional fault that tips out between M1 
and M2a. Fault 2 appears as a high- angle structure (sec-
tion oblique to their direction) with a reverse displacement 
(see the dotted pale blue reflector) affecting the seafloor. 
Fault 3 is a high- angle extensional fault affecting the en-
tire seismic package to the seafloor. The fourth fault (4) 
represents an apparent low- angle normal fault, although 
its orientation is oblique to the transect. This fault does 
not affect the seafloor. It should be noted that fault 3 in 
this section 2 dips to the east while its corresponding fault 
in section 1 is sub- vertical.

F I G U R E  5  Interpreted seismic section S1 extracted from the 3D Mafia dataset showing the Seagap fault zone. Bold red dashed line: The 
Seagap fault zone. Red dashed line: Extensional fault. Black dotted: M1 horizon. Blue dashed line: M2a horizon. VE = 2.
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4.2.3 | Seismic section S3 (Figure 7)

This seismic section is extracted from the 3D Mafia 
dataset and represents a transect cutting across the 
north part of the releasing bend a in Figure 4. The sec-
tion shows a major steep fault (fault 3, bold red dotted) 
which displaces the major units (the MTD above M2a, 
the reflector M1) with normal offset of approximately 
0.2 second TWT. This fault represents the Seagap fault 
zone. In the hanging wall, the reflector M1 shows a 

small synform representing the north side of the releas-
ing bend b. West (hanging wall) and east (footwall) of 
this fault, we observe three normal faults (1, 2 and 4) 
which are offsetting units older than M2a (red arrows 
Figure 4a,a′). Fault 1 is shown in Figure 4a′ by the red 
arrow. Those faults relate to the NW to SE extensional 
structures affecting the offshore Tanzania rift (Maselli 
et al., 2019). This is a classic stepover geometry where 
fault 3 on section S2 is now in Section 3 accommodating 
deformation along the trace of the Seagap system with a 

F I G U R E  6  Interpreted seismic section S2 extracted from the 3D Mafia dataset showing the Seagap structure across the pull apart 
structure b (Figure 4). Bold red dashed line: The Seagap fault. Red dashed line: Extensional fault. Black dotted line: M1 horizon. Blue dashed 
line: M2a horizon.

F I G U R E  7  Interpreted seismic section S3 extracted from the 3D Mafia dataset showing the Seagap flower structure between the pull- 
apart structure b and c (Figure 4). Bold red dashed line: the Seagap fault. Red dashed line: Extensional fault. Black dotted line: M1 horizon. 
Blue dashed line: M2a horizon.
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very steep west dip. This overall left- stepping geometry 
has created the pull- apart synformal structure observed 
on these two lines.

4.2.4 | Seismic section S4 (Figure 8)

The fourth 2D seismic section (extracted from the 3D 
Mafia dataset) is shown in Figure 8 and intersects a zone 
of high structural complexity, interpreted to be a restrain-
ing bend structure (d in Figure 4a,b). Two main seismic 
packages can be recognized: (a) above the black dotted 
erosive horizon M1, a seismic package characterized by 
layered and channelized seismic sub units mainly af-
fected by fault with an extensional component; (b) below 
horizon M1, which includes four seismic sub- packages 
(U, A, B and C) characterized by transparent seismic fa-
cies (U, A, C) and a thick layered and reflective unit (B) 
all of which are deformed into an apparent antiformal 
geometry by three major faults. The near- vertical Seagap 
fault (red dotted thick fault) with a slight bend upward, 
divides the entire pre- E package into two boundary fault 
blocks showing opposing dips. The deeper seismic pack-
ages U, A, B, C can be recognized on both sidewalls, but 
their relative thickness variations suggest a pre- Seagap 
fault depositional and structural history. The two last 

sub- packages (E and E′), below the horizon M1, show 
different seismic facies across the two fault blocks and 
are characterized by reflectors onlapping on the top C 
subunit towards the fold hinge zone. Seismic package C 
shows similar facies on both fault blocks but with differ-
ent lateral thickening. The reflective package B, concord-
ant with the C and A packages, appears correlated across 
both fault blocks. The sub- package A shows similar seis-
mic facies on both fault blocks and is instead layered 
with the low internal reflectors onlapping to the basal 
boundary (again towards the hinge zones). The deeper 
sub- package U shows a very low amplitude, chaotic char-
acter that does not allow recognition of the internal seis-
mic stratigraphy but still shows the antiformal structure. 
The apparent low- angle extensional faults 1 and 2 are 
confined below horizon M1 and are affecting the folded 
fault blocks by displacing the A, B, C packages. The M1 
horizon is clearly eroding both the E and E′ packages and 
cutting the chevron folding of the pre- E packages, sug-
gesting a pre- erosive structural event. Within the upper 
package, above the E erosive feature the reflectors are 
onlapping. The seismic unit included between package 
E and reflector M2a shows a complex seismic facies dis-
tribution defined by channelized structure (Ch1- Ch3) 
eroding layered seismic units. Above M1, the Seagap 
fault appears to change kinematic styles exhibiting a 

F I G U R E  8  Interpreted seismic section S4 extracted from the 3D Mafia dataset showing the Seagap fault zone across the restraining 
bend d (Figure 4). Bold red dashed line: The Seagap fault. Red dashed line: Extensional fault. Black dotted line: M1 horizon. Blue dashed 
line: M2a horizon.
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normal fault displacement. The two extensional faults 
(red dotted) affecting the entire package 1 suggest, like 
the Seagap fault, they too have accommodated recent 
tectonic activity.

4.3 | Southern zone, Kusini 3D dataset

The Kusini dataset is located south of the Mafia 3D 
dataset and the Block 2 area (Figure  2). However, due 
to the highly erosive canyon activity, it is difficult to 
map continuously the M1 and M2 equivalent horizons. 
Therefore, we could not produce a reliable continuous 
surface across the entire block dataset, and instead used 
time slices extracted from a dip illumination 3D attrib-
utes volume. We concentrate on mapping horizons M1 
and M2 in two specific areas across the restraining bend 
produced by the southern continuation of the Seagap 
fault (Figure 11)

4.3.1 | Dip illumination data and seismic 
sections (Figures 9 and 10)

Dip illumination maps (Figure 9a,b) effectively highlight 
both subtle and major edge structures. Given the south-
east deepening of the seafloor, the two time slices are 
taken from sections at 4.2 TWT and 3.2 second TWT. In 
both images (Figure 9a,b), the Seagap fault appears to be 
present throughout almost the entire dataset south to the 
restraining bend structure (black box Figure 9) where our 
dataset ends.

The deeper time slice at 4.2 sec (Figure 9a) and vertical 
seismic sections in Figure 10a,b at approximately the depth 
of the M1 horizon, delineate the Seagap fault geometry 
across the deepest seismic unit package (Eocene- Miocene). 
The fault trace is relatively straight and characterized by 
different fault segments with secondary associated faults 
(red dashed fault Figure 9). Figure 10a shows the seismic 
section S5 crossing the Seagap fault zone with location in 

F I G U R E  9  Time slice from the 3D 
Kusini dataset showing dip illumination 
attribute. (a) Time slice at 4.4 TWT 
second; (b) time slice at 3.3 sec in TWT 
second. Red line. Seagap fault trace. Red 
dotted: Secondary extensional faults. 
S5 and S6: Trace of the 2D seismic lines 
extracted from the 3D dataset. Black box: 
Restraining bend structure (see Figure 11).
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Figure 9, and secondary associated high angle structures. 
Displacement recorded by the deepest units (Eo- Miocene?) 
highlights the normal nature of the high- angle associated 
faults. The hanging wall of F2 and footwall of F3 appear 
gently folded below the 4.2  sec TWT. Above 4.2  sec, the 
fault F2 appears to behave as a high- angle normal fault. 
The same can be observed across fault F3. The Seagap fault 
is the main structure observed across the seismic section 

S5 and S6 and appears to juxtapose fault blocks with no 
lateral continuity of seismic reflectors across the fault, in-
dicating a transcurrent offset. In Figure 9b, we do observe 
a shallower time slice (3.2 TWT) with fault structure more 
continuous than the deeper slice along strike. The fault 
still ends before the restraining bend highlighted by the 
black box. This time slice on both the right and left fault 
blocks shows less but more distinctive fracture.

F I G U R E  1 0  Interpreted seismic sections S5 and S6. Extracted from the 3D Kusini dataset showing the Seagap structure (Figure 9). (a) 
Seismic section S5. (b) Seismic section S6. Bold red dashed line: The Seagap fault. Red dashed line: Extensional Neogene fault. Orange line: 
M1 horizon. Blue dotted line: M2 horizon. Horizontal dotted line: Trace of the time slice shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 10a shows the seismic section across the north 
part of the Kusini dataset, crossing the Seagap fault. It im-
ages the complex structure of the Seagap fault defined by 
different high- angle faults that bifurcate upward and offset 
the entire seismic section from the seabed down to the deep-
est upper Eocene units. The Seagap fault juxtaposes two 
fault blocks showing slightly different seismic stratigraphy 
and thickness. Figure 10a shows the extensional nature of 
the deformation surrounding the Seagap fault. Figure 10b 
shows a southern section of the Seagap fault. The fault ap-
pears more continuous with fewer secondary faults, and is 
generally a single discontinuity affecting the top Eocene to 
seabed. Again, the two blocks separated by the Seagap fault 
do not reflect symmetrical thickness and stratigraphy of the 
same seismic units suggesting, along with the structure's 
steepness, the transcurrent nature of the fault.

4.3.2 | Restraining bend structure (Figure 11)

In Figure  11, we explore the restraining bend structure 
representative of the Seagap fault (Figure  11a,b). The 
structure is characterized by high topographic elevation 
and is coupled to a small releasing bend (along section S7).

Horizon M1
The surface map of horizon M1 (orange reflection in 
Figure  12) illustrates the architecture of the restraining 
bend where the Seagap fault appears to change orientation 
(the bold red fault). The restraining bend is characterized 
by an antiformal structure affected by normal and tran-
stensional faults and the surrounding radial fractures. The 

gap on the surface represents the area where the green ho-
rizon is strongly eroded and therefore poorly mapped. The 
restraining bend transitions southward into a releasing 
bend defining a small basin bounded by an east- dipping 
normal fault.

Horizon M2
The surface map of horizon M2 (purple reflection in 
Figure  12) still shows similar structural characteristics 
as M1. An antiformal structure represents a topographic 
high with surrounding associated secondary extensional 
faults. At this time horizon, the releasing bend basin is not 
imaged and appears filled and draped by units including 
the purple reflector.

On both surfaces, the Seagap fault does not cut through 
either the antiformal structure or the extensional basin 
defined by the releasing bend.

Seismic section 7 (Figure 12a)
This seismic section crosses the southern termination of 
the Seagap fault (still visible as by dotted red line) which is 
deformed and further displaced by late west- dipping nor-
mal faults. From older to younger the main seismic units 
are represented by:

• Seismic package 4 contains an anticlinal geometry and 
is characterized by layered and transparent seismic fa-
cies. The top of the seismic package is defined by the 
yellow reflector partly eroded by the black dotted un-
conformity, and on both flanks onlapped by the seismic 
layers of the seismic package 3. The package is clearly 
cut by the Seagap fault zone.

F I G U R E  1 1  Mapped seismic horizon 
from Kusini 3D data set (location in 
Figure 9). (a) Seismic horizon M1 (b) 
Seismic horizon M2. Traces from S7 
to S9 represent the seismic sections in 
Figure 12.
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• Seismic package 3 asymmetrically onlaps the under-
lying anticlinal structure and shows lateral thickening 
on both flanks of the anticline, suggesting a syntectonic 
depositional relation with the anticline. Seismic unit 3 
is eroded by the black dotted unconformity, which is 
older than the horizon M1.

• Seismic package 2 is defined by a transparent seismic 
unit draping the unconformity and is offset by a vertical 
structural discontinuity.

• Seismic package 1 drapes unit 2 but shows a lateral 
thickening along the east flank of the antiform, suggest-
ing a late reactivation of the east flank structure of the 

F I G U R E  1 2  Interpreted seismic sections S7 to S9, TWT. (a) Interpreted seismic section S7, showing the Seagap structure. (b) 
Interpreted seismic section S8, showing the Seagap structure. (c) Interpreted seismic section S9, showing the Seagap structure. (d) Sketch 
of the restraining bend with outline of the Seagap fault architecture from S7 to S9. Orange line: M1. Purple line: M2. Blue dotted line: 
Conformable unit. Black dotted line: Unconformity. Red dotted line; Seagap fault.
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antiform. Above the package 1 (M2) the seismic shows a 
series of depositional units with a similar post- Miocene 
history to the Mafia area.

The deformed geometry reflects the reactivated nature of 
the Seagap fault. The asymmetric distribution with respect 
to the Seagap fault and the lateral thickening nature of the 
package 2 point to a previous syn- tectonic origin of the now 
reworked package 4 as an antiformal structure. The overly-
ing post- surface 2 unit is affected by extensional structures 
which further displace the still active Seagap fault.

Seismic section 8 (Figure 12b)
This seismic section crosses the central portion of the main 
restraining bend. From bottom to top it shows a well- 
developed antiformal structure (up to the yellow reflection) 
affected by high- angle faults with a normal component. 
Where heavily faulted, the core of the antiformal structure 
is seismically incoherent, reducing our capability to map 
and correlate the internal reflections. A vertical structure 
affecting the entire subsurface is not observed, suggesting 
that the Seagap fault does not cut through the entire section. 
Similar to what is observed in Figure 12a, seismic packages 
2 and 3 asymmetrically onlap the two flanks of the anti-
formal structure. The seismic facies and relative thickness 
characterizing those two packages are quite distinctive on 
both flanks of the antiform: a transparent and thinner seis-
mic unit on the west flank and a thicker, more strongly lay-
ered facies on the east flank. This suggests the Seagap fault 
must have a transcurrent component juxtaposing the two 
flanks of the antiformal core soon after the yellow surface 
erosion. Above the M1 and below M2, we can map a later-
ally continuous seismic package draping the main antiform, 
suggesting that by that time the main fault activities had 
ceased. Above, similarly to what was observed in the lateral 
section in Figure 10a, we observe the presence of conjugate 
and extensional faults deforming the late Neogene units.

Seismic section 9 (Figure 12c)
Seismic section 9 represents a section across the associated 
releasing bend along the Seagap fault. The section shows 
a thicker unit 1 than section 8 and is devoid of the uncon-
formity dividing seismic packages 2 and 3 which now are 
merged into a single composite seismic unit for simplicity.

The lower unit is characterized by package 4 which 
shows more complex internal seismic facies (layered to 
transparent subunits) and is offset by a primary extensional 
structure with a large normal component (A) representing 
the Seagap fault. Its hanging wall rollover contains both 
packages 2 and 3, and a secondary antithetic normal fault. 
Horizon M1 is clearly displaced by the extensional fault, 
which creates an extensional basin containing packages 2 

and 4. No through- going vertical structure offsets the basin 
suggesting the Seagap fault is no longer active in the releas-
ing bend.

Below M2, we observe a thicker package than is observed 
in the previous two northern sections, indicating a thickening 
of this seismic unit towards south. The lower part of this unit 
is characterized by a series of seismic units (dotted blue re-
flectors) draping on M1 but still affected by the normal faults 
A and the west dipping younger normal fault B. The upper 
part of this package appears unaffected by deformation.

In Figure 12d, we outline a simple sketch summariz-
ing the internal structures mapped across the restraining 
- releasing bend structures. The sketch shows the restrain-
ing bend is unaffected by a high angle transcurrent fault, 
but part of the strike- slip component of the Seagap fault 
zone is instead absorbed by the secondary extensional 
faults. The deformation shows a slight younging towards 
the south.

4.4 | Seafloor structure

The seafloor structures are visible on the surface maps in 
Figure 13. Both surfaces show the Seagap fault cutting the 
seafloor but with no visible active strike- slipcomponent.

4.4.1 | Mafia area seafloor

The Mafia seafloor seismic surface shows large- scale 
structural and depositional features affecting the slope 
basin structure. We can observe three main erosive gul-
lies (a to c) eroding down towards east which are cutting 
through the Seagap fault (white arrows). On the west side 
of the seafloor map, a N- S meandering channel is observed 
as well as an older straight canyon (d) which appears be-
headed by the Seagap fault trace.

4.4.2 | Kusini seafloor

The Kusini seafloor seismic surface appears much more 
complex. It represents the seafloor of a slope basin struc-
ture affected by much more erosive structures: major 
channels eroding down slope and several small gullies 
some of which clearly triggered from the lower slope. 
The Seagap fault (white arrows) deforms the seafloor 
although its edges are barely seismically visible and do 
not show any visible active strike slip component dis-
placement affecting the erosive features (canyon and 
gullies). Down the slope structure on the southwest 
portion of the surface map several active normal faults 
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deform the seafloor with no evidence for a strike slipe 
component.

Overall, the Seagap fault seems to lack the clear and 
visible strike- slip kinematic component that has charac-
terized the Eocene to Miocene units in favour of a nor-
mal fault style of deformation. The seismic sections in 
Figure 10a,b (but also Figures 6 to 8 from the Mafia data-
set) both show that above 3.2 TWT section the Seagap 

fault acts a predominantly as a normal displacement 
fault.

4.5 | Deep section (Figure 14)

The main limitation of the seismic data utilized in 
this research is the lack of information below 4.2  sec 

F I G U R E  1 4  Line drawing of the ION geophysics 2D section extracted from ION TZ- 2700 obtained from Higgins & Sofield, 10th PESGB/
HGS conference on African E & P, London, September 7– 8, 2011 and located in Figure 1, using Rego et al. (2019). Line drawing interpreted 
using Sansom (2018) horizon maps.

F I G U R E  1 3  Seafloor seismic map. Colour scalebar in TWT. (a) Seafloor mapped from the Mafia 3D dataset. A to c represent the main 
erosive canyon. (b) Seafloor mapped from the Kusini 3D dataset.
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TWT. However, we have interpreted the Higgins and 
Sofield (2011) deep seismic section cutting across the off-
shore Tanzania basin (the exact location is not published). 
We interpreted it using the stratigraphic framework 
proposed by Sansom  (2018) for the seismic units older 
than the Eocene. The modified section is represented in 
Figure 14 and shows the seismic data down to 8 sec TWT, 
crossing the Seagap fault. The Seagap fault (red dotted 
line) appears as a negative flower structure rooting into 
and reactivating a deep pre- existing Jurassic transform 
fault formed near the ocean- continent transition offshore 
Tanzania. This transform formed as Madagascar sepa-
rated from Africa, and it is a structure apparently co- eval 
with the Davie Ridge. It coexists with seismically active 
normal faults which affected the entire offshore basin dur-
ing the late Neogene, as systematically observed across 
our previously described seismic sections and horizon 
maps. A similar relationship of the Seagap fault to Jurassic 
rift faults is also observed in ION T23 proposal by Rego 
et al. (2019). The breadth of the deforming zone within the 
oceanic lithosphere remains debated, with diffuse defor-
mation between the coast and northeastern Madagascar, 
inferred from models of GNSS data on the mainland and 
Madagascar (Stamps et al., 2020). Our studies suggest that 
some of that strain is partitioned along the Seagap fault 
zone.

5  |  DISCUSSION

5.1 | Seagap architecture and strike slip 
reactivation structures

Within this still incompletely understood regional crustal 
context, the Seagap fault zone is an enigmatic structure as 
many uncertainties remain regarding its structural evolu-
tion with respect to both its reactivation during Oligocene- 
Recent East African rift activity and the Davie Ridge 
uplift. Rego et al. (2019) describe the Seagap as a sinistral 
transcurrent fault whose structural culminations control 
location of the main aligned traps of Aptian to Eocene age 
reservoirs. Sansom  (2018) shows additional coherency 
slices supporting the late Oligocene sinistral strike slip 
configuration, describing convoluted channel patterns, 
and the amalgamation of a few input channels into major 
trunk systems of mid- Campanian to base Tertiary age, all 
of which are sinistrally deflected by the Seagap fault. Our 
study confirms active sinistral kinematics certainly until 
the Plio- Pleistocene? time. Furthermore, we support the 
concept already proposed by Phethean et al. (2016), Rego 
et al.  (2019) and Roche and Ringenbach  (2022) that the 
Seagap is an old regional structure (at least pre- Aptian), 
which we have interpreted as active since the late Eocene 

time as transcurrent structure but only recently (late 
Pliocene to Pleistocene to nowaday?) reactivated as a nor-
mal fault structure. What remains debated is whether the 
ocean- continent transition lies west or east of the Seagap 
fault, and our results provide no new constraints.

The few available deep seismic data we could access 
from the literature (Higgins & Sofield, 2011; Roche & 
Ringenbach, 2022; Sinha et al., 2019) (see Figure 14) sug-
gest that the Seagap fault did re- activate deep transform 
structures of Late Jurassic age that formed as Madagascar 
rifted from Africa. A new catalogue of earthquakes of 
M > 4 during the time period 1900– 2020 reveals a ca. 
100- km- wide zone of seismicity from the Tanzania and 
Mozambique and spanning the Seagap and Davie Ridge. 
Focal mechanisms for the larger instrumentally recorded 
earthquakes reveal primarily normal faulting along N- S 
planes, with some NNW– SSE strike- slip mechanisms 
(Figure  2b), indicating that the strike- slip fault systems 
are now accommodating E- W extension. This is in agree-
ment with the regional stress field previously proposed 
by Delvaux and Barth (2010) and Craig et al. (2011) and 
our seafloor structural observation (Figure 13). This pat-
tern of strain is in contrast to the Comoros volcanic chain 
where both ca. E- W extension and N- S opening along E- W 
striking planes are observed, and a leaky transform has 
been interpreted (e.g. Bertil et al., 2021). The general lack 
of Neogene- Recent magmatism along the Seagap fault 
system contrasts with the Comoros ridge, and the Davie 
Ridge south −14°S, where sills, dikes and extrusive lavas 
are found (e.g. Courgeon et al., 2018).

The relatively shallow seismic lines presented in sec-
tion S1 (Figure 5) to S5 (Figures 5– 8), support the inter-
pretation of ongoing extension along the Seagap fault 
zone. Figure  5 (section S1) and 6 (section S2) show the 
Seagap fault bordering and crossing a releasing bend and 
still acting as a normal fault. Across the restraining bend 
(Figure 8) the Seagap fault appears to create more complex 
structures but all the most recent deformation appears to 
be extensional. All sections in Figures 5– 8 (Mafia dataset) 
and Figures 10 and 12 (Kusini dataset) allow us to infer a 
four- stage evolution of the fault as proposed in the simple 
sketch in Figure 16.

Some initial transtensional structures, shown dia-
gramatically in Figure  16 as a horst although could in-
volve earlier faults, were inverted creating antiformal 
structures (inversion stage, Figure 16). After a period of 
relative quiescence, the pre- existing faults were reacti-
vated as a strike- slip structure (strike- slip reactivation 
phase, Figure  16). An indication of what could have 
been the local pre- Neogene basin architecture before the 
Seagap fault reactivation can be unravelled from the seis-
mic section 9 (Figure 12c,d) at the releasing bend south 
of the Kusini dataset. In that pull- apart basin, the Seagap 
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fault zone affects the basin and the main pre- Eocene dep-
ositional structure as a normal fault, essentially creating 
a graben filled by synrift deposits (e.g. lateral thickening 
seismic packages 2– 3, section 9) within a hanging wall 
roll over. Similar architecture pre- strike slip deformation 
is proposed by Sadiki et al. (2021) in their analogue ex-
periment. Therefore, those sections allow us to propose 
a possible scenario across the releasing bend structure as 
shown in Figure 16. The initial pre to synrift extensional 
units (Late Jurassic stage, named Transtensional stage in 
Figure 16) which are not entirely visible and therefore are 
inferred from our seismic section (S9) and the literature 
(Sauter et al., 2018), were reactivated within a restraining 
bend to produce pop up or inverted structures (see Figure 
12; Upper Cretaceous inversion stage Figure  16). Those 
structures are apparently onlapped by laterally thickening 
units and then drastically eroded since the Eocene (pas-
sive margin stage, Figure 16), producing the dismembered 
pop- up structures observed on the seismic sections S7 and 
S8. Although not the focus of this paper, it is worth noting 
that in several cases, those transpressional structures are 
later intruded by over pressured fluid as fluid pipe struc-
ture or mud volcanoes (Rego et al., 2019; see the intrusive 
feature f in the surfaces in Figure 4a,b). Sadiki et al. (2021) 
modelled a very similar scenario in the Block 2 zone 
(Figure  1) in between our two- seismic datasets sketch-
ing a time slice overview (without specifying the age or 

TWT depth) reproducing a similar structure to what is 
illustrated in Figure 4c,d. They describe the Seagap fault 
as characterized by a series of restraining and releasing 
bends, the final geometry of which is related to the reac-
tivation of basement- involved pre- existing fault structure.

In all our scenarios, we are aware we could observe only 
the shallowest (above 4.5 s TWT) part of the Seagap struc-
ture. But a deep ION seismic line (Figure 14, also shown 
in Figure  3 by Roche & Ringenbach,  2022) allows us to 
infer that the Seagap fault must root and be controlled by 
structures below the 4.5 TWT limit of our seismic data. 
Deeper seismic sections could certainly resolve or unravel 
the hidden and rooted structure of the Seagap large- scale 
structure.

5.2 | Kinematic and regional 
significance of the Seagap fault

Our synthesis of active deformation data from the re-
gion places the structural interpretations proposed here 
within a framework of recent stratigraphic, regional and 
neotectonic constraints. This new compilation enables us 
to revisit some hypotheses on the tectonic significance 
of this large- scale crustal structure. The Seagap struc-
ture appears as a long- lived left- lateral strike slip struc-
ture that deformed the pre- existing pre- Aptian oceanic 

F I G U R E  1 5  Seismic reflection profile (modified from Sauter et al., 2018), interpretation illustrating thrusting and buckling of the 
oceanic crust. Note that the Aptian horizon lies directly on the top basement high centred at 6 TWT indicating an erosion phase that has 
removed Hauterivian and earlier layers after the thrusting. Seismic trace is located in Figure 1.Vertical exaggeration: ca. 1×. Courtesy of ION 
geophysical.
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lithosphere and inverted some pre- existing structures 
(Sauter et al., 2018; Figures 14 and 15). Strain localization 
in oceanic lithosphere is comparatively rare, as the crust is 
stronger than continental crust (Burov, 2011). The local-
ized reactivation of ancient crustal- scale transform faults 
separating lithosphere of different ages may have played 
an important role; strain localizes at lateral heterogenei-
ties in crustal structure (e.g. Burov & Diament, 1995; Petit 
& Ebinger, 2000). The former transform faults are loaded 
by thick sedimentary sequences that may enhance lateral 
variations in crustal state- of- stress. Important to note is 
that plate kinematic models of GNSS data suggest that 
strain is distributed from the Seagap fault to northern 
Madagascar (Stamps et al.,  2020), and this distributed 
strain may be characteristic of rifting of ancient, com-
paratively strong oceanic lithosphere. The structural de-
tails of such reactivation require more detailed seismicity 
analyses and crustal imaging below our 4.5 TWT data 
cutoff.

Overall, the seismic scale structure analysis here sug-
gests that the Seagap fault zone remained a confined and 
localized discontinuity (Figures 4– 8 and 12) that reshaped 
the upper Mesozoic structure into a system of releas-
ing and restraining bends (Figures  2 and 4). In the late 
Neogene, the Seagap fault appears to have been reactivated 
mainly as a normal fault (up to few metres of fault throw, 
Figure 13), or series of normal fault segments (certainly 
at the seafloor, Figure 13) but with none of the structural 
complexity that characterizes the recent evolution of the 
Davie Ridge (Franke et al.,  2015) which evolved from a 
transform fracture to a ridge transtensional or transpres-
sional structure (see Roche & Ringenbach, 2022 as well as 
Intawong et al., 2019). Both the Seagap fault zone and the 
Davie Ridge are zones of active E- W extension, as indicated 
by abundant M > 4 earthquakes with normal focal mech-
anisms (e.g. Bertil et al.,  2021; Grimison & Chen,  1988; 
Mulibo & Nyblade,  2016; Nyblade & Robinson,  1994) 
(Figure 2b).

The second main observation from our interpretation 
is that the initial kinematic history of the Seagap fault in-
dicates that the structure co- existed with the dextral trans-
form fault activity of the DFZ (until ca. 125 Ma). The DFZ 
was quiescent until the Late Eocene (Franke et al., 2015; 
Vormann et al.,  2020) when it became very active as an 
extensional and transtensional ridge structure, creating 
a series of graben and half- graben structures (Figure 17) 
including the seismically active Kerimba and Lacerda ba-
sins (Figure 2c). The Davie Ridge represents an intensely 
deformed, broad fault zone. The Seagap fault instead re-
mained active as a localized left- lateral strike slip struc-
ture, certainly from at least the Eocene into the upper 
Neogene, being the only visible large- scale transcurrent 
fault in the area.

The Seagap fault never appears displaced or de-
formed by any of the diffuse rift structures (Figures 4– 
6, 10, 12 and 17; Dottore Stagna et al., 2022) although 
in places it appears instead to perturbate the rift dis-
tribution. Therefore, the role of the Seagap fault has 
been with respect both to the initial spreading structure 
which created the offshore passive margin and the large 
regional transform structure (Davie Ridge) still an open 
question. The lack of precise initiation age (Jurassic? 
Cretaceous?) and the lack of knowledge of its termi-
nation (Figure 2) add to the complexity. Some authors 
(Sinha et al., 2019 but also Roche & Ringenbach, 2022) 

F I G U R E  1 6  Simplified structural model sketching the Seagap 
fault zone evolution. From top to bottom the (a) lower Cretaceous 
transtensional structures affecting the Somalian offshore basement 
(b) upper Cretaceous reactivation by the Seagap fault zone (c) lower 
to upper Eocene extensional structure (d) Oligocene to Recent 
Seagap strike slip reactivation.
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suggested the Seagap fault represents a late (post- 
Aptian?) offshoot of the Davie Ridge, but the opposite 
(left- lateral) sense of shear with respect to the DFZ and 
the lack of ridge type structures poses some issues with 
their hypothesis (Figure 17). Other authors propose the 
Seagap fault to be an extension of, and an offshore shift 
of the EARS as described by Nicholas et al.  (2007). In 
this scenario, as an alternative hypothesis, the recent 
Seagap history could represent an effect of the coun-
terclockwise rotation of the Rovuma plate (since late 
Oligocene?) reactivating the broad fracture zones which 
would fit with a sinistral shear sense of the Seagap fault 
up to the Neogene (Figure  15). Geodetic strain rate 
models further confirm the relative clockwise rotation 
of the Lwandle and Rovuma plates (Saria et al.,  2014; 
Stamps et al., 2018) which then predict a sinistral trans-
current fault.

At present, earthquake slip vectors along the coast 
of Tanzania and northern Mozambique follow a well- 
defined belt of seismicity contiguous with the Davie 
Ridge structures to the south (Bertil et al.,  2021; 
Grimison & Chen,  1988; Mougenot et al.,  1986). 
This relatively narrow zone of seismicity is assumed 
to delineate a microplate boundary (the Rovuma- 
Somalia boundary) approximatively traced somewhere 

between the coast and the Davie Ridge (e.g. Mulibo and 
Nyblade,  2016; Saria et al.,  2014; Stamps et al.,  2018) 
(Figure 17). Therefore, a hypothesis that could be fur-
ther explored is that the Seagap fault is part of the 
Rovuma- Somalia microplate boundary (see recon-
struction by Stamps et al.,  2020) and the structural 
expression of their relative rotation. Interestingly, 
in the offshore Tanzania, Sauter et al.  (2018), assign 
the Seagap fault the role of the Continental- Ocean 
Transition (COT, Figure  1), although this contrasts 
with other authors (Roche & Ringenbach, 2022; Sinha 
et al., 2019) which instead place the COT further east. 
All these data and related uncertainties underline both 
the significance of the Seagap fault and its potential 
role as tectonic expression of the microplate border but 
also the need for further investigation. Offshore deep 
seismic sections, seafloor maps, additional dense geo-
detic data and seismological monitoring data across 
the Tanzanian coast south down to North Mozambique 
may help to resolve these uncertainties. The sparse and 
scattered nature of the offshore subsurface and geo-
detic datasets that are so far publicly accessible remain 
the main limiting issues and source of uncertainties 
behind models proposed in that tectonically active part 
of the planet.

F I G U R E  1 7  Regional offshore Tanzania structure outline. Yellow dot. Seagap fault. Bright yellow dot: Davie fault inferred from 
literature. Red dotted: Kerimba basin. Red line: Outline of the Neogene extensional fault structure. Thick blue dotted; inferred position of 
the Rovuma western microplate boundary. Blue arrow: Inferred current extensional (see Delvaux & Barth, 2010)/rotational tectonic in a 
Nubia- fixed reference frame. (Stamps et al., 2021).
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6  |  CONCLUSION

By using 3D seismic data and exploration wells, we in-
vestigated the tectonic architecture and evolution of the 
Seagap fault from the Late Eocene to Present across the 
Tanzania offshore passive margin. The seismic interpreta-
tion, correlations of dated seismic horizons, surface maps 
and attribute analyses allowed us to reconstruct the re-
gional architecture of the Seagap fault, its polyphase his-
tory, and infer its connection to older breakup structures. 
The following structural and tectonic observations and 
interpretations have been made:

• The Seagap fault zone represents a long- lived regional 
structure (Cretaceous to now?) rooted into Mesozoic 
transcurrent structures.

• It coexisted with the Davie Fracture Zone and was ac-
tive during most of the Davie Ridge reactivation.

• Presumably from Late Cretaceous through all the 
Miocene (?), the Seagap fault acted as sinistral strike- 
slip structure.

• Its structure is expressed by a series of releasing and re-
straining bends that seismic data reveal as complex re- 
activated pop up or extensional structures.

• Seafloor data and available focal mechanisms indicate 
the Seagap fault is currently active mostly as a normal 
fault system.

• Regional geophysical data but also geodetic data suggest 
the Seagap fault may represent the Rovuma microplate 
plate border margin.
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